
MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT Octol:er ¿3, 1974 8:30 - 9:05 - Oval 0Es.

The question of Sawhill carne up. The President was upset about Sawhili

and Quarles speeches, he said it seemed like they were just asking to be

fired. He handed me a note which I have given to Dick complaining about it.

Aslo was concerned about the leak in the papel'.

I said, you have list of possible

people to replace him and he said, yes, and he pulled it out and looked over

it and decided to cross off sorne pwople and asked me to come up with a

whole package that Walker suggested lie would like to do on ERDA and the

other pieces. Ile said, he felt that Hoffman was to valuable over there to

Schlesinger, also Mendolia, because he is going to llave sorne base cuttings

and he is worried about taking Silberman out of Justice. That leaves tl

others, possibly, when Walker gets the package up, he should just drop

those names. He also signed off on the first part of that menlo, which

I have given to Dick. The President said he agreed he should meet with

Sawhill, possibly receive that report that project report and then visit with
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about his future. So Dick should get sorne talking points for the meeting

with Sawhiil and we should set it up for today. Dick set up an appt.

unless we-decide to the contrary.

He, the President's thought was that if he met with Sawhull, to receive

tie report turn it over to the Energy Policy Committee for analysis.

He told me to go ahead and set an appt. with Sawhill and that we should

let Morton know, I told him that I should let Morton know at some point

that he is going to see Sawhill.

The President said he used to get figures on what was happening on

the Voluntary Restrain of Energy and what the stocks were. He said
he hasn't Tx seen those since he's been President. He wanted me to

check into it. DICK check into it and I have got to report back to the

President.

I told him about the reported on the Goodell thing and told him that

Marsh was handling it. And that it's a problem and takes some management

and that I felt the President should see Goodell and that we should give

him some management guidance at sorne point. And I agreed tia t if he

wanted to wait until after the election, that was fine w but somebody

had to meet with Goodell. I told him also that Goodell told Marsh

that he had the impression from our Scheduling Office that he had an

appointment- -that he'd talk to Nicholson and Nicholson said, well would

you rather have it at 8:15 am or lO;3Oani and so Goodell felt, when

Marsh called him, that Marsh was cancelling the appointment.
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And I said, I'm going to meet with Rustand and Nicholson and pull them

up tight so that they don't get the President in trouble., by talking as

tough they have the authority to set a meeting with the President because

they do not. They don't have any authority to set a meeting with the

President and there are just an awful lot of people around town who

will use that and if they put on airs as if they do, there's going to be

trouble. The only one who decides the President's schedule, is the

President and that I was going to jerk them up very tight. DICK

set meeting for me and Rustand and Nicholson.

I told him, I showed him the Aldo Beckman article, saying

that through Oklahoma, meetings were half full and etc. and I told

him that I was going to give Heinkel authority to move a few degrees
in

over/the previous guidance he had. Previously, he had been told

agree with what the local peoe want and I am going 1i tell him

when there is an issue- -between the local people and the ad advance

people, that they can bring them to Cheney or me and that we will

decide them, and that we are going to allow Henkel to move a little

farther over towards looking out for the President as opposed to

agreeing with the local peop.e - -that we just didn't want half-full

rooms and we didn't want stories about hail-full rooms. He agreed.

DICK set up a meeting with Henkel.

On Schlesinger--I biought up the subject of his meeting with Schlesinger
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he said he thought he would just do a phone call. I said- -what is the

purpose - -he explained it was to describe the guidance he gave Kissinger

on SALT--I said you mean you've already given it- -he said yes, and he

told me at length what it was. And I said that I absolutely believe he

has got to talk to hirn in person--I said, you've got to have Brent

there and you should do it today- -if k it has already beendx given

and he said, well, you're right--Henry has already gone and I said,

right. And I said, if I were Schlesinger, a, I would be concerned

that the guidance was already given to X1X Kissinger arid îx

#2 I would be concerned about how I was going to manage the military

ove r there in view of the decision #3 I would be concerned about

that Henry- -I would want to know w how much Henry told Dobriynan

because, if you have got a flexible position, which you do, and youtre

negotiator knows it, namely Henry, how hard is he going

to fight for a position that he maybe doesn't believe in would be

something that would be in the minds of the people in the Ax five-sided

buiiiiing. He agreed to see him at 11:00 am today. DICK has told

Schlesinger and Brent Scowcroft.

NOTE: The President said he wanted me in that meeting. I am not
going to go.

i



Par rott.

AndI

said, we'd agreed t±Dtx that we were going to hold on the redecorations

down to the limit and I was thinking about the White Hous e but I was thinking

about the West Wing and the first two comes in in the East Wing. He said,

well, do what you think is right. And he said, he doesn't know if they need

new drapes and I said, I don't either. I said, I'll have DICK check with

Brad Patterson quietly, and not k stir anything up, but just privately

check and get back without telling anyone he was checking. Then we would

make a judgment, but my guess is that I would delay it until I could use a

budget argument that I have to see what thé budget is and so forth.

DICK has. got the action
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I showed the President this request for alterations from Nancy Howe and

r



So he wants Brad to stay and but warn him that it's very sensitive and he

recognizes how tough it is. DICK has got the action.

NOTE: The President said that one of the thin that was most helpful
to Brad was Rick Sardo went over there and told hirn he thought
Brad's proposal's were very good--told Betty that- -that impressed
Bel±y since she is close to Sardo. So Brad should stay close to
Sardo.


